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as anderson cleans up their equipment, he sends cooper to get batteries for bt. in the process, cooper has some
first-hand experience with the sentry turret. after getting batteries for bt, anderson changes into his suit, which
gives him a load out of melee weapons, armor, and a shotgun. when bt attempts to leave the area, however, it

becomes apparent that he is severely injured. cooper cannot get bt out of the suit, and bt is incapacitated. cooper
replaces the power cell with a battery of his own, and the duo escapes with both bt and anderson. the problem is
that it is also shortly after his flight from the fight with the spectre that cooper received a concussion (though not
severe, since the suit takes care of that) cooper and bt ditch their suit, and cooper heads into the town looking for

batteries. cooper meets with a serial killer named joker, who gives the player four emp grenades. cooper returns to
the town, but the grenades do not detonate. the, but with little sound, and then drops a cable on cooper. cooper

finds where the emps were, and he finds the joker, who reveals he did this in order to lure dave and the others out.
joker then reveals the video he recorded of dave leaving the carnage. cooper manages to get rid of joker's cable,

allowing bt to battle back. joker attempts to interfere by shooting at bt with a shotgun. bt, however, is again
protected by the suit. cooper tries to leave joker behind, but he follows the suit. joker attacks the suit with a spear,
managing to break through the visor, which joker covers with tape. before the suit explodes, joker shoots at cooper.
with bt set to explode, cooper tries to run, but he is unable to leave the suit. bt saves him and does blow up, giving

cooper a concussion.
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even though most of the server settings in the game are stored on the server. the client needs to keep track of how
much resources are left as well as other game related status. this information is often stored in a file known as the
"userinfo" file which is created by the game whenever you run the client software. server represents the software

on the server machine which provides the game's functions. this is the means of a server being accessed by a
client. this software is made up of a number of different modules or components. the game's execution engine is

built as a module and also the game engine that handles most of the game logic which is represented by the server
core. the virtual file system is used to handle data sharing and gives the server the ability to handle the game files
and data. the game's multiplayer lobby is also included in the server core. 0xbb4a897a is a special value commonly

used by developers to indicate an uninitialized variable in memory. special values are used by the compiler to
represent pointers in memory that do not point to valid memory, for example. the stereotype or label for a class or

a group of classes in an object-oriented program. this may be used for classification of objects. in the java
programming language the stereotypes are used to separate classes into different packaging. for example, the

stereotype may be used to specify the characteristics of a class that should be sent to a client. the stereotype is a
meta-data type and is not directly related to objects. during development, a qa (quality assurance) team can run a
suite of tests on a specific part of the code. these qa are responsible for testing the stable bugs and other bugs in

the code. for example, they test for bugs in the speed of the game, quality of textures and gameplay etc.
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